
Informal Consultation on APA Agenda Item 7 on Modalities and procedures for the effective operation 
of the committee to facilitate implementation and promote compliance referred to in Article 15, 
paragraph 2, of the Paris Agreement 

Wednesday, 5 December 2018, 10-11am, Meeting Room 23 

COP24/CMP14/CMA1-3/SBI49/SBSTA49/ APA1-7 

Note taker: Melissa Low, Research Fellow, Energy Studies Institute, National University of Singapore 
(esimlyx@nus.edu.sg) 

The meeting began at 10.00am. 

Additional tool available on the UNFCCC Website: 

• For APA agenda item 7 iteration informal document, Version 05/12/2018 00:10 hrs here 
(Document no: APA1-7.DT.i7)  

 
Co-Facilitator noted the Joint Reflections Note and Add.8 (Document no: APA-SBSTA-
SBI.2018.Informal.2.Add.8) and also thanked Parties for the discussion at the inf-inf yesterday and 
highlighted the changes made in the first iteration: 

• First operational para would adopt modalities and procedures, now below Decision text 
o If that is in a different format, depends on how PA rulebook is going to look like 

• Review previously in Para H, 56 Addendum  
o To a review in 2024 – nominations for committee members will happen at next CMA in 

2019 and elaboration of rules of procedures, whoever in the committee will need 2 
years which takes us to 2021 and some time until a review should be conducted; 
suggest not to have the same time during GST in 2023 

o Budgetary implications and resources for Secretariat 
• Part A – didn’t touch, since no discussion on it 
• Part B – institutional arrangements changes are highlighted in grey 
• Nominations most likely to happen in CMA 2019 
• Para 12 – option to have 2 co-chairs of the committee; allocation of co-chair seats rephrased – 

can discuss this later today (just a suggestion on how to streamline a particular paragraph) 
• Para 13 – different needs at different times 
• Para 14 – general openness of meetings and closing as a default 
• Para 15 – moved from Section F into institutional arrangements cause it deals with 

confidentiality of information; more of a matter of institutional arrangements 
• Para 21 & 22 – seen in conjunction, deal with development of rules of procedure of 

consideration and adoption by CMA  
• Para 22 – some indication on what would need to go into rules of procedures. That may change 

depending on Decision from CMA1 – may have to be expanded or shortened but we put in the 
elements that we took out of the previous procedural elements in Addendum 8 – timelines, 
information that needs to go into submissions by Parties and so on 

• Section C – initiation and process – not easy but we did try to capture the different proposals in 
the room. We did understand Parties were in favor of merging Approaches 1 and 2, 1 as a 
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starting point. We did merge it because that is what we thought we heard in the room. We did 
make some changes to para 23.  

• Small editorial mistake in f – response measures retained but meant to be retained in square 
brackets – intention was to leave it in brackets 

• Further put together modes of initiations with some general guidance on examination (para 24) 
• Para 24 – Party based initiation – submitting a matter  
• Para 25,26,27 – procedural elements in relation to that particular mode of initiation 
• Par 26 preliminary examination – shorter than Add. 8 
• Para 27 deals with timelines; timelines not in procedural rules and we see this going into the 

rules of procedure that are decided later 
• Para 28 – spent a lot of time on para 28. Deals with initiation of procedures by the committee 

itself. We have not 4 different options that we thought we heard in the room: 
o Option 1: broad, mandatory provisions of PA 
o Option 2: previously Option 1 but combined with available information; does have 2 

modes or options in itself, deals in legally binding obligations and in brackets have a 
detailing of what publically available sources are; Broad scope could be determined – 
makes manageable  

o Option 3 previously Option 6 – descriptive approach to deal with relevant obligations; 
possibility to refer to specific Articles but put in brackets since we can deal with it 
without referring to articles 

o Option 4 previously Option 7 – link to the TER, did not include MPGs but refer to the 
outcome of the TER; if there are significant or recurrent/consistency then we can take 
this up 

• Para 29 change slightly to include notification if Party decides to take up on its own account 
• Para 30 option to seek consent of Party if committee proceeds in accordance with para 28 
• Para 31-36 take in procedural rules in approach to and align them with initiation procedure of 

the committee; heard several suggestions and we try to capture them in this way. Timeline refer 
back to rules of procedures to be developed; exchange of the committee (32 and 33) can 
perhaps be captured in 23 (?) but leave this up to you 

• Para 34 financial resources – we tried to work with the language but see how it is perceived 
• Para 35 and 36 procedures 
• Part D measures and outputs  
• Inf-inf were constructive but too late for us to capture in the iterations of the text, and it was an 

inf-inf so we need to get feedback before it goes into next iteration of the text 
• Did not change Part E  
• Part F information – moved one of 2 paras into Section B (mentioned above) 
• Part G – we looked at the long list of the different elements that could go into the report of the 

committee to the CMA and it was partly things already dealt with in outputs and partly things 
that can go into rules of procedure, things that should not be micromanaged, Parties can do 
logically and go back to small, short and elegant versions 

• Part H no change 

 



Remaining 30 mins on Section D: Outputs and Measures 

3 questions that emerged from inf-inf: 

1. How could paragraphs 37 and 38 (ex 41 and 412) be combined?  
2. Would ‘taking into account the legal nature of the provision(s) concerned’ address the option of 

having a subset of measures for legally binding provisions? 
3. What specific recommendations could be made by the Committee to the relevant bodies and 

arrangement or serving the Paris Agreement (see para 40(d) (ex para 44(d))? 

St Kitts & Nevis (AOSIS) 

• AOSIS discussed this and have issues 
• Reference to legal nature necessary in now para 37 in order to be able to consider a single list 

rather than having a sub-set later on 
• In spirit of showing some flexibility and taking into account comments by colleagues last night, 

can do without the subset in description of measures but on basis of inclusion of legal nature 
• In relation to reference and special circumstances of SIDs and LDCs, new iteration there was a 

reference but that has been removed. LDCs indicate that this needs to be here. 
• We can be flexible on having the reference here, but it has to be somewhere. It is no longer now 

in the process section of the document which is where we prefer to have in the document. 
• We would happily support the LDC call to have it retained here but also re-included where it was 

before in the process section because it is particularly important for us.  
• At this stage, not in a position to speak to question 3. 

Mali (African Group) 

• From discussion yesterday, stressed having two paras separate and explained the reasons why 
we thought this is important 

• Understand and share views with AOSIS; guidance and there are or could be consideration that 
Committee needs to take (?) on 

• Para 37 – proposed language yesterday and is something we can work around 
• On para 37 we think it may consider some of the issue as mentioned by AOSIS, concerns that 

LDCs have raised to the above para, identifying appropriate measures, “Committee shall pay 
particular attention to..” – something we raise to Co-Facilitators, not we have only reflection of 
national circumstances an capabilities but, it is “a particular attention to national circumstances 
an capabilities” Art 15.3 then after special circumstances of SIDs and LDCs.  

• Para 38 is important because a Party may be in a situation of not in compliance because of 
unplanned event or force majeure, importance of consideration the extent of lack of capacity to 
lack of implementation of obligation of that Party.  

• Clarity and decisions from COP24 or next year, in accordance with PA provisions 
• Understanding of … here we cannot say but have heard good examples and believe that 

challenge by Parties can be different – premature to include 

Co-Facilitators noted that on Q3, helping us here in conceptualizing that option on what could it be, and 
to address concerns of some Parties. 



Tuvalu (LDCs) 

• Also be frank on points from St Kitts and Nevis for AOSIS 
• Combination of paragraphs, or deletion, specific reference has to be made in process 
• Share view that best not to make any deletions at this stage, if merger of paras is to happen 

European Union 

• Single list of measures as a tool box for committee to solve any situation of non-compliance by 
concerned Party 

• As you have heard yesterday, the EU was proposing to delete both Para 41 and 42; we are 
reading now and willing to consider a short chapeau for this 

• Ask the necessity of the legal nature on the provisions concerned once we understand which 
measure. More appropriate to recommend to the Party as there are other considerations of the 
committee.  

• Consideration of legal nature cannot be an interpretation or reinterpretation of the PA 
• A bit reluctant to spell it out here and ask AOSIS or other proponents of this specification to tell 

us more about the motivations on why they are proposing this 
• On Q3, our view is that the Committee would be able to address the Party, recommending it 

engaging with specific bodies or mechanism or projects that could give support to the Party to 
implement various aspects of the PA i.e. Recommendation to the Party by the Committee.  

• Not direct recommendations by other bodies 
• Work on that further and support that US (?) has proposed yesterday, indication of what 

support. Can elaborate more. Committee would have better indication on recommendation. 

Canada 

• Q1, coming but we need to move to less prescription and less detail. Important to note NC & 
Capabilities key component of Article 15 but as Mali pointed out, we’ve already had language 
distorted, that’s what you get into more description. Good to allow the committee to do… All 
the stuff in para 38 covers NC&C. not that we want to say no to all these things but we think 
that the scope covers it. 

• On 38a specifically, noting our colleagues from AOSIS mentioned this is integral for them, have 
questions on how the Committee would be determining what the legal nature of the provisions 
of the agreement 

• Linking it to very descriptive para… instead of specifying mandates 
• On para 39, good but we would encourage Parties to see if they can streamline things. Consider 

allowing committee discretion to do these things 
• On Q3, we conceived of the committee of working with the Party and having a dialogue and look 

forward to seeing more on that aspect before commenting further 

China (G77) 

• Thank Co-Facilitator for first iteration 
• Only APA Agenda Item that has a first iteration, you encourage us to take the lead 
• Few points to add on your questions 
• Para 37 and 38 – we can be flexible to combine as long as we keep the key components 



• Echo what Mali said, see more original PA language 
• Q2, we see a different on ‘taking into account legal nature…’ if you just said that, leave 

discretion for committee to decide. But logically we see that legal… need some applied to 
particular … discretion of Parties. Should be provided more clearly. Two different meanings. 
Prefer to have sub-set.  

• On Q3 on recommendations, we raised some scenarios on identification… will discuss with 
colleagues looking at implementation issues, but no chance yet so will come back this afternoon 

Costa Rica (AILAC) 

• Regarding Q1, we think that there should be a chapeau making reference to para 31 (Add.8) 
• Mali – bringing back language of PA when making ref to NC&C i.e. “pay particular attention to 

NC&C” and para 23 (c) of new iteration 
• On Q2, we don’t think that we can reference to taking into… same discussion on legal nature but 

legally binding provision; same type of discussion for us. As we see how, single set of measures. 
But also making ref to legally binding provisions, depends (as China said) depends on different 
parts of MPs and scope, reference to legally binding provisions 

• Q3, yesterday we said in inf-inf, we made reference to our preferred options regarding support 
to measures. Para 53(f) and 44(a) Option 1 and Option b (?) but we don’t see what specific 
recommendations could be made to the committee 

Co-Facilitator wished to clarify with Costa Rica on para 23 – was an issue raised last night on some of the 
guiding elements in para 38 may be of general nature and inform general proceedings of the 
Committee. Understand that you were suggesting something along those lines on para 23.  

Costa Rica noted that para 23 (c ) ref to NC&C and take into account NC&C and it is the same problem 
that the African Group has put out before with the Chapeau, and in para 37. Consistency.  

New Zealand 

• NZ support condensing of two paras. Reference to NC&C cover sufficiently para 38/42.  
• Responding to interventions e.g. elements force majeure, party specific 

capacities/circumstances would be included in NC&C. that should capture Parties particular 
circumstances – more direct approach.  

• Remind Parties that Committee has already been directed in a “Shall”.  
• Insertion… important but reiterating it …? 
• NZ would like to see from this Committee, in the best place… rather than being too prescriptive. 

Not all types of recommendations but able to be more broadly listed e.g. one tool box 

United States 

• Q1, echo comments that combining makes sense. Support NZ for general ref to NC&C which 
encompasses circumstances that Parties have proposed. Difficult to negotiate what particular 
circumstances are.  

• Q2 on legal nature – echo Canada and AOSIS, and AGN (African Group). Take into account 
nature of the provision… inform which measures that are used. Definitely see it as one list of 
measures 



• Q3 on recommendations. See committee as supporting Parties in provision information and 
supporting in terms of other independent bodies. Flesh out Option 1 in para 40 to detail types of 
information on eligibility requirements and refer to types of bodies to give Committee a little 
more direction on the types of things that could be helpful to Parties. 

Argentina (Argentina, Brazil and Uruguay) 

• Flexible to work on common paragraph and merge para 37 and 38 
• Agree with Mali and other colleagues on keeping language of PA and main elements of 38 – A, E, 

H and I – like to see that reflected in a potential streamline 
• Q2 – Section E already discussing ways on the work wrt legal nature of the provision. In line with 

this position, we see diff types of measures a progression that are facilitative to that of not as 
facilitative. 

• Q3 – do not necessarily see this as a recommendation that the committee would make. Hard to 
think the committee could recommend and arrangement but we think it has an important role 
in knowing something is happening. Arrangements to find out obstacles for Parties in 
implementing or access to finance or support arrangements etc. Committee would have a role 
in flagging something is happening and try to include in report to CMA. Can possibly rephrase so 
it’s not necessarily a recommendation. 

Australia 

• Q1 – echo Canada, US, New Zealand 
• Compliance and implementation plan – suggested working with Party concerned to develop 

implementation plan by the Party 
• Echo US on para 40 Option 1 and those suggestions by US yesterday at the inf-inf – to flesh out, 

supportive  

Norway 

• Want to echo others that we see 37 and 41 as covering already 
• Agree with Mali and others that it should be true to the PA language  
• Could be fine tuned 
• As for legal nature or legally binding provisions and tying to the tool box. Open to explore other 

types of language  
• Good suggestions by US and China on relevance of provisions or tie to initiation of the 

committee to make it more clear 

Mali 

• Previous Addenda note 
• Flexible on list or toolkit but clear understanding with a Chapeau 
• Suggestion by China and Norway on para 42 in accordance with PA language – with that we 

could be flexible but see how co-facilitators would frame the options 
• Para 43 – A, E & G – important to work with the Party on implementation plan 
• Q3 could refer to Party considering the roadmap the challenges faced by the Party – would work 

for us 



• Reporting to CMA, in accordance to provisions, could be something Committee could take into 
consideration 

Indonesia 

• Support previous opinion on 37 – original language of PA; open to possibility of merging 37/38 
that has been outlined by G77 & China including on LDCs and SIDs 

• For Q2, phrase is sufficient. Not sure if we need more on this. 
• … 

The informal consultation ended at 10.12am and the next meeting is at 3pm today to focus on the new 
iteration.  


